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Abstract—Analysis and design are important phases in the 
system development lifecycle. In these phases, developers 
record information necessary for properly understanding 
the nature of the systems under consideration.  
We consider a particular type of system, named Remote Lab 
that allows both teachers and students to perform real ex-
periments over the internet and we focus on Virtual Instru-
ment Systems in Reality (VISIR).   
We describe a summarized web interface of VISIR using the 
Unified Modeling Language (UML). Our case study aims at 
identifying the requirements of VISIR and at creating a set 
of UML diagrams that succinctly provide enough infor-
mation to both developers and users so that they acquire 
enough information for building a general understanding of 
it. 
Additionally, we provide elements for extending UML to 
better support further user interface development in VISIR.  
Index Terms—UML, RLs, VISIR, Web Pages, Activity and 
Use Case Diagram.  
I. INTRODUCTION 
In 1997, Booch, Raumbaugh and Jacobson submitted to 
the Object Management Group (OMG) the first version of 
a new modeling language, called UML, for “Unified Mod-
eling Language”. Since 2001, OMG has been developing 
new versions of UML "graphical modeling languages" for 
systems engineering [1] [2]. In addition, the International 
Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) decided to 
make UML a standard language for system engineering 
[3]. It has become a de facto common language for devel-
oping and exchanging engineering designs. In addition, 
several organizations around the world have been using 
UML as a basis for design and implementation [4], for 
example NASA [5]. 
A number of UML-compatible modeling tools, such as 
Microsoft Visio1  and Rational Rose2, have been devel-
oped for use within academia and industry. These tools 
are based on functional testing concepts and input lan-
guages, both graphical and textual in nature [4]. In prac-
tice, UML is a graphical language for specifying, display-
ing, building, and documenting software systems. It is also 
a graphical notation for drawing diagrams of software 
                                                            
1 http://www.microsoftstore.com/store/msusa/en_US/list/categoryID.69407600  
2 http://www-03.ibm.com/software/products/en/rosemod 
concepts. The diagrams are classified into three types: 
Static model, Dynamic model, and Physical model [6].  
The aim of the paper is to identify the interactions oc-
curring between users and a remote lab named VISIR 
system and diagram them by UML, in order to facilitate 
the conceptual understanding of the system structure and 
functionality. The tools, which are used to describe VISIR 
system, are focused on two kinds of models: use case 
diagram and activity diagram. These diagrams provide a 
clear idea of the workflow associated with VISIR system. 
In other words, the approach of the paper is to use UML 
and UML modeling software tools to aid understand a 
VISIR system by graphically describing its web interfac-
es. 
The paper is structured as follows. Section II gives a 
brief overview of UML. Section III outlines remote labs, 
in general. An overview of features, architecture, list re-
quirements, pages hierarchy, and present UML models 
“activity and use case diagrams” of the VISIR web inter-
face is presented in section IV. Section V presents the 
results and suggestions of future work. Section VI con-
cludes the paper. 
II. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF UML 
UML tools can be used to generate code in various lan-
guages from diagram descriptions. UML has a direct rela-
tion with object-oriented analysis and design and became 
an OMG standard [7]. UML includes a graphical notation 
that may be used to create an abstract model of a system 
[8]. The general purpose of UML is to make the system 
simple to understand and to use for users and developers 
[7].  
In general, there are three kinds of modeling in UML 
[9]. 
- Static Model: includes Class diagrams, Object dia-
grams, and Use Case diagrams.    
- Dynamic Model: includes Sequence diagrams, 
Communication diagrams, Stat Chart diagrams, and 
Activity diagrams. 
- Physical Model: includes Component diagrams and 
Deployment diagrams.    
 
This study focuses on two kinds of diagrams. The first 
one is called “Activity diagrams”, which describe the 
system workflow. The second one is called “Use Case 
diagrams”, which provide a comprehensive summary of a 
user’s interaction with the system in a single illustration. 
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Activity diagrams describe a sequence of actions, start-
ing at an initial state and ending at a final state. The initial 
state draws as a solid circle and it connects to the first 
action in the activity's sequence. An action is represented 
by a rectangular object with semicircular left and right 
ends [10].  
The Use Case diagram is a scenario for understanding 
the interaction between users and system functions [11], 
rather than describing how the system works. It can be a 
very effective way to clarify what the system is supposed 
to do. 
III. REMOTE LABORATORIES (RLS) 
In engineering and sciences fields, laboratories are an 
important educational resource for students, because it’s in 
laboratories students acquire experimental skills. Recent-
ly, several online labs have been set up to support experi-
ments over the Internet, thus increasing the number of 
available experiments and the number of students able to 
carry them out. 
The expression “online labs” refers to remote labs and 
virtual labs. The distinction between these two types is 
based on the nature of the experiments: virtual labs repre-
sent software simulated experiments whereas remote labs 
imply experiments with real objects and real equipment 
[12].  
In a hands-on laboratory, students interact directly with 
the equipment (e.g. manipulating with the hands, pressing 
buttons, and so on) and receive their feedback and results 
directly in visual or audio ways [12] [13]. Nevertheless, 
there are some constraints in hands-on laboratories, espe-
cially in engineering and science fields, such as time limi-
tation, safety, increasing number of students, and limited 
number of available laboratories, among others. There-
fore, setting up a new laboratory at an institute or universi-
ty may be expensive, in terms of the initial investment and 
long-term maintenance.  
At present, one may find several remote laboratories 
serving students and teachers, as a complement (or even 
as a replacement) of hands-on laboratories. The interac-
tion in RLs can be similar to that happening in the hands-
on laboratories. The only difference is that the experiment 
in hands-on laboratory is performed physically, meaning, 
the students must be inside the laboratory, handling the 
real equipment, while in RLs, the students can perform the 
experiment from anywhere and at anytime [12]. 
RLs are a type of innovative technology-enhanced edu-
cational tools able to provide laboratory experiments to a 
large number of students, over the Internet. Additionally, 
RLs may comprehend one or more remote experiments, 
which offer a realistic experience, showing parameter 
influences and phenomena [13] [14] [15]. Furthermore, 
RLs provide a reusable, scalable and powerful framework 
[16] that can be used to share experiments among a num-
ber of different projects [17] [18], such as MIT iLabs, 
WeblabDeusto and NetLab. 
Likewise, RLs provide many function requirements that 
help to extend them with new experiments and several 
features such as authentication, user management, and 
federation [17]. They can be integrated with Learning 
Management Systems (LMS) such as Moodle [18] and 
with social networks such as Facebook [17] to support 
students accessing them. The major advantages are avail-
ability of lab equipment (24/7), taking a small space, and 
organizing time for using the lab by creating schedules for 
users [19]. 
In the general case, the architecture of a remote labora-
tory is built on a client-server structure [20] [21], in some 
cases it is based on a software controller written in Lab-
VIEW [22]. 
IV. OVERVIEW OF VISIR 
The Blekinge Institute of Technology (BTH) has started 
the VISIR project laboratory, which provides a remote 
electronics laboratory, in 1999. They have collaborated 
with National Instruments in USA and Axiom EduTech in 
Sweden to disseminate it by using open source technolo-
gies with other universities and organizations [23][24]. 
VISIR Open Lab Platform enables students to work and 
conduct experiments remotely and safely. The main goal 
of VISIR is to create distributed laboratories for collabo-
rating in various experiments among universities via the 
Internet [23] [25]. Additionally, it increases the access to 
physical experiments for students, without a significant 
cost [25]. VISIR is integrated into other environments, for 
example MOOC, Moodle and Facebook, and it has been 
made available through Remote Laboratory Management 
Systems (RLMS) like MIT iLabs and WeblabDeusto [17] 
[24]. 
Several papers [17] [18] [24] [25] [26] [27] have been 
described the VISIR architecture, and clarified the overall 
operation cycle of VISIR. In general, they divide the 
VISIR system into four different independent components 
and then explain them in detail:  Equipment server, Meas-
urement server, Flash client, and Open labs Web layer. 
Fig. 1 presents a simple navigation structure of VISIR, 
composed by three levels. The top level corresponds to the 
web interface, which allows users to interact with the 
software running on the web server. Between the web 
interface and the web server there is an application pro-
gramming interface (API), which provide a set of routines, 
protocols and tools that are used for building the VISIR 
software application. This API specifies how software 
components should interact and be used for programming 
the Graphical User Interface (GUI) components. Through 
this API, the web site manager can easily access the 
VISIR system and change parameters or its functionality 
[28]. 
 
Figure 1.  Navigation structure of VISIR system 
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The Web Server of VISIR includes stationary and dy-
namic pages. Stationary web pages, or Wiki pages, are 
static pages written in HTML. The front pages of VISIR 
are described through in this way1. It should be noted that 
VISIR uses a server program, namely Wiki. This program 
allows admin to forming the content of the VISIR front 
pages. It provides a simplified interface that can be used 
for reviewing the Web page and for previewing it before 
publishing. Dynamic web pages, or Experiment pages, are 
web pages whose construction is controlled by application 
server processing server-side scripts.  
The initial Experiment pages of VISIR were written in 
Flash and many VISIR laboratory nodes still use it [24] 
[29]. Currently, the Experiment pages have been rewritten 
in HTML5. Although the layout and functionality of the 
VISIR Experiment pages, written in Flash or HTML5, are 
basically the same (see Fig. 2), the use of HTML5 intro-
duced some advantages, which will be detailed at the end 
of this section. 
V. THE VISIR WEB INTERFACE 
A. Stationary Web Pages  
This subsection presents the HTML pages that form the 
User Interface (UI) of VISIR, excluding the part that cor-
responds to the actual experiments.  
The VISIR entry page contains a main menu, welcome 
message, login hyperlink and links to pages in other lan-
guages (currently in English, Swedish, Greek, Portuguese, 
and Spanish). The local administrator of VISIR can add 
the VISIR entry page (pages at the user interface pages). 
For instance, the VISIR node at Porto (Portugal) exhibits 
an entry page different from the one exhibited by the first 
VISIR node, installed at Karlskrona (Sweden). 
Users can login into VISIR by entering an email ad-
dress and a password. After authorization, they can set up 
or carry out an experiment, freely and remotely. 
In the main menu, the start page is a welcome user page 
that presents a short paragraph about nature of electronics 
laboratories. The history, description, manuals and refer-
ences related to VISIR have been included in the about 
page. A user who does not have access to the system can 
still enter VISIR from the demo page, as a “guest”. Guests 
only have to enter their email and then they can run exper-
iments available in the guest course. Some videos about 
VISIR are included in the demonstration part. Frequently 
asked questions about VISIR are included in the FAQ 
page, as illustrated in Fig. 3.  
There are some variations in described pages from one 
university to another for example, the experiment pages 
that implemented to VISIR guests. Because VISIR is an 
open source project, each university may adapt it accord-
ing to its requirements, for example, VISIR at BTH or 
VISIR at UNED [18]. 
B. Interaction Requirements Analysis 
We now elaborate on the interactions requirements 
analysis of the VISIR system. The analysis process should 
identify all the interactions requirements, exactly. VISIR 
requirements have been established to satisfy the needs of 
the end users and to avoid errors that might occur in the 
system. The requirements for the analysis were collected 
during  discussions  with an administrator of VISIR at one  
                                                            
1 https://physicslabfarm.isep.ipp.pt/ 
 
Figure 2.  Experiment pages at IPP-ISEP and BTH 
 
Figure 3.  Hierarchy of the HTML pages forming the VISIR Stationary 
web pages 
institution hosting it, as shown, and are listed in Table I. 
Afterwards; in section V we describe these requirements 
by using UML diagrams. 
C. VISIR Experiment pages Design by UML Models 
As mentioned before, this study describes VISIR by us-
ing two types of UML diagrams. First, Activity diagrams 
are used to describe the dynamic model associated with 
VISIR. Second, Use Case diagrams are used to describe 
the static model. The difference between static and dy-
namic models is that a static model shows the structural 
characteristics of the system, while a dynamic model 
shows the behavioral characteristics of the system [9] 
[30]. In this study, these two types of diagrams are used to 
describe VISIR experiment pages in detail in the two 
following subsections. 
1) Activity Diagram for the VISIR Experiment pages 
Our task now is to describe the VISIR system using ac-
tivity diagrams. Users that have already registered can 
login to the system. Users without an active account must 
get one first. After that, they can login to VISIR by using 
their access credentials and select the experiments that are 
available to them. Activities performed by administrators, 
teacher and students are not the same. Our criteria in ac-
tivity diagram focuses on the users who have credentials 
to access VISIR. The activity diagram describes the se-
quence of actions to be performed by either an administra-
tor, a teacher or a student, from login to the preparation of 
a course or of an experiment or to the carrying out of an 
experiment. The activities selected depend on the user 
being an administrator, a teacher or a student. All these 
activities are detailed below and diagrammed in Fig. 4: 
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Figure 4.  Activity diagram of VISIR System (Admin, Teacher, and Student) 
Admin activities: after login and clicking on the admin 
courses, there are two activities available to the adminis-
trator. If the administrator wants to create a new course, he 
should click on “add course" and then fill in the fields 
(name of course, start and end dates, and maximum num-
ber of students and seats) in the forum. To edit the course 
or add the responsible of the course, he should select the 
available course and then change the contents fields or add 
the responsible. Course cancelation and changing the 
responsible of course are also available.  
Teacher activities: after selecting the course, the teach-
er can perform several activities. If the teacher wants to 
add a new experiment in his course, he should select the 
add prepare experiment and then click on “Start client in 
teacher mode” to add the components needed for the new 
experiment. Afterwards, the teacher should give the name 
for the new experiment and upload the experiment file. 
After preparing an experiment, the teacher can schedule 
reservations by selecting the date, number of hours and 
seats and add new users by inserting their email in the 
specific field and determining their type. Deleting experi-
ments and users is also available to the teacher as well. 
Student activities: to perform experiments, students 
should select the course prepared by the teacher. If the 
student did not make a seat reservation, there are two 
ways to perform the experiment. The first one, without a 
pre-booking, is to run their experiment over HTTP and 
then select the experiment for a limited time. Another way 
is to make a reservation by selecting the date and hours. 
Once the ongoing reservation comes, students can start 
performing the experiment according to the date of the 
reservation. Student can also cancel the reservation. 
2) Use Case Diagram for the VISIR Experiment 
pages 
Another way to describe the VISIR system is by using 
static model, namely the Use Case diagram. This type of 
diagram is used to specify requirements, functionality and 
environment (how the environment should interact with 
the subject) [31]. The elements and relationships are 
shown next [32], see table II. 
In this subsection, we diagrammed all the functionali-
ties of partner users who have tasks to perform in VISIR. 
Before preparing new experiments and including them in 
VISIR, VISIR instructor must ratify those experiments. As 
a consequence, some experiments may need to be modi-
fied, for adaption to VISIR. 
In the static model, besides admin, teacher, and student, 
we added two additional actors, namely technician and 
guest. The technician is responsible for the preparation of 
experiments by adding the equipment and components 
into its Relay Switch Matrix, adding max list, library, and 
circuit files into the VISIR server. 
Others actors (Guest, Admin, Teacher, Student) use the 
VISIR system from the UI. The functionalities of those 
actors have been detailed and described as diagrams, see 
Fig. 5. 
TABLE I.   
LIST OF VISIR INTREACTIONS REQUIREMENTS 
REQ_ID DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
REQ_01 Users Login 
Student/ Teacher/Admin can login 
to the system to perform their 
experiment 
REQ_02 Activate Account Student/ Teacher/Admin can activate their account 
REQ_03 Guests Login Guest can login to the system to perform experiment 
REQ_04 Select Course Admin/Teacher/Student can select available course  
REQ_05 Add New Course Admin can add a new course 
REQ_06 Edit/Remove Course Admin can edit or remove course 
REQ_07 Add/Remove Respon-sible of Course 
Admin can add or remove the 
responsible of a course  
REQ_08 Edit Wiki Pages Admin can edit the system wiki pages  
REQ_09 Edit the User Type Admin can change the user type 
REQ_10 Select Experiment Students can select experiment 
REQ_11 Add/Remove Experi-ment  
Teacher can add or remove a 
prepared experiment 
REQ_12 Make/ Delete Schedule Reservation 
Teacher/Student can make or delete 
schedule reservation  
REQ_13 Add/Delete Users Teacher can invite and delete users to use the system  
REQ_14 Ongoing Reservation Students can make ongoing reser-vation in the VISIR system. 
REQ_15 Start Experiment Students can start experiment with reservation or without reservation 
REQ_16 Reserve Seats Students and teachers can reserve seats  
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TABLE II.   
USE CASE ELEMENTS AND RELATIONSHIPS 
Elements  Describe and Function Notation 
Actor 
Behavioral classifier that specifies a role 
played by an external entity that interacts 
with the subject (e.g. exchange, add).  
Use Case 
Describe functionality that is provided by 
the system and determines its the 
requirements. It shows as an ellipse 
containing the name of the use case.  
 
Associati
on 
The communication path between an 
actor and a use cases that is part of the 
system 
 
Extend 
The insertion of additional behavior into 
a base use case that does not know about 
it.  
Include 
The insertion of additional behavior into 
a base use case that explicitly describes 
the insertion.  
 
Guest Use Cases: VISIR allows students who have au-
thorization to access the experiments that are available to 
them. This does not mean that other users, called as 
guests, cannot access to some experiments in the VISIR 
system. In fact, VISIR has specific experiments that are 
available in the guest page. This facility is available to the 
guest user in the VISIR system. Fig. 6 shows the use cases 
of guest that include some specific functions. To access 
the experiments available to him, the guest must login by 
entering his email. After selecting the guest course and 
then clicking on the start experiment "hyperlink" over 
HTTP, the guest can select one of the experiments and run 
it freely. Finally, the guest can stop the experiments by 
logging out. Notice that some VISIR nodes have limited 
time for guests, for example the WebLab-Deusto, at the 
University of Deusto in Spain. 
Admin Use Cases: the main functionality of the admin-
istrator in VISIR is to add a course for the users. To add a 
new course, he should add the course details such as 
course name, start and end course, add the maximum 
number of students, and booking seats. To edit a course, 
the options are update or remove course. In case of up-
date, the admin should change the contents of the fields 
and then click on the update button. For removing the 
course, the admin only has to press on the remove button. 
Moreover, he can add the course responsible by adding 
his email and specify the type (as instructor or teacher). 
The admin can remove his responsibility as well. Addi-
tionally, the admin can edit the VISIR wiki pages.  
One of the important cases for admin is to change the 
user type. This means that the admin has permit to change 
the users’ types from one case to another, for instance, 
teacher to students or admin and vice-versa. Moreover, 
there are several functionalities related to admin such as 
enter password manually, activate and reactivate user, and 
force user deletion. All admin functionalities are shown in 
Fig. 7. 
Teacher Use Cases: after the teacher account is created 
by the VISIR admin, the teacher has several functionali-
ties available in VISIR. Starting with the preparation of a 
new experiment, the teacher should select the course name 
that was created by admin. After that, he should add the 
components needed, name the new experiment, and up-
load the experiment file. Delete experiment is also availa-
ble to the teacher by clicking on the cross notation. 
 
Figure 5.  Technician Use Case Diagram 
 
Figure 6.  Guest Use Case Diagram 
 
Figure 7.  Admin Use Case Diagram 
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After the experiment has been prepared, the teacher can 
make scheduled reservations, which become available for 
the students to run the experiments. In addition, the teach-
er should select the date, hours, and number of seats for 
the experiment. In another task, he can invite more users 
as teachers, or as students, and add or delete them. More-
over, the teacher is awarded the access rights of a student 
as well. All teacher functionalities are illustrated in Fig. 8. 
Student Use Cases: VISIR allows the students to per-
form several functions as well. After login, the students 
can only see the courses in which they are enrolled in and 
the experiments that were created by teacher. If the stu-
dent has not made a reservation for the experiment in 
advance, he can run the experiment over HTTP. If the 
student has an ongoing reservation, he can start to perform 
the experiment directly. There are other options for stu-
dents, for example save the experiment and load it again 
in another time. To make a new reservation, the student 
should select the date and hours for his experiment and it 
will appear in the "My reservations" list. To complete a 
reservation, students should also reserve the seat from 
teacher-scheduled reservations. Moreover, cancellation of 
a reservation is allowed to students. The complete func-
tionalities are illustrated in Fig. 9. 
As previously said, VISIR experiment pages have been 
translated from Flash to a new generation of Hyper Text 
Markup Language (HTML), namely HTML5. Several 
new features are included in HTML5 language, for in-
stance support multimedia and different web browsers 
(Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, etc). In addition, it 
runs on low-powered devices, such as smartphones and 
tablets. A major difference is that HTML5 eliminates the 
need for the Flash player plug-in, which is facing limited 
support in some devices like android platform.  HTML5 
makes developing new web applications simpler and easi-
er because it includes many useful markup tags and it 
covers web needs such as interactive and media rich, by 
introducing ways to embed videos, audio, and draw sim-
ple graphics [33]. 
For instance, it is easier to develop experiment pages in 
HTML5 that show several instruments at the same time, 
while also allowing to include additional information such 
as short tutorials or graphs. This is the case of a particular 
experiment page developed for a trial with secondary 
school students as described in [34, pp71]. In this custom-
ized experiment page1 there are two digital multimeters 
(DMM), a DC Power Supply, and a virtual breadboard. 
Description of the experiment, instruments, and measure-
ments can be in one page, rather than in the main page 
only2. In addition, this example is just a special case with 
only one page, viz, it is a special case for secondary 
school students, as shown in Fig. 10 (a and b).  
VI. RESULTS AND SUGGESTIONS 
In general, VISIR has proved to be an effective educa-
tional tool, regularly serving thousands of university stu-
dents around the world [35] [36]. In addition, it is also 
used by students from secondary schools [34], helping 
them to complete their experiments remotely [37]. 
 
                                                            
1 http://dev.openlabs.bth.se/~zeta/dav/git/test_exercise/test-instruction.html 
 
 
Figure 8.  Teacher Use Case Diagram 
 
Figure 9.  Student Use Case Diagram 
 
Figure 10.  Experiment Page Example (Ohm's law) for Secondary 
School 
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Web interfaces of VISIR system are designed well. The 
main point is that the VISIR web interfaces makes it easi-
er to run each experiment, by taking advantage of its mul-
tiple page approach. It must be mentioned that the initial 
VISIR experiment pages were written in Flash, and that 
many VISIR laboratories are still using it. Given that 
today the VISIR experiment pages have been rewritten in 
HTML5 and that current work focus on this approach, we 
expect a broader adoption on VISIR experiment pages 
with HTML5 in the near future [38].  
The main facility in the HTML5 VISIR experiment 
pages is that it is possible and easy to add more instru-
ments, for instance a second DMM. 
VISIR System includes students (University and Sec-
ondary School), teacher, administrator, instructor, techni-
cian, and developer. They work together in the loop to 
improve VISIR and showing the services. Outline of dia-
grams, the main duty of VISIR system users is shown in 
Fig. 11. 
A welcome consequence of this increased friendliness 
of VISIR, obtained by using HTML5, is that it can be used 
with less sophisticated users, such as secondary school 
students. In any case, a friendlier system means that there 
will be opportunity for more experiments, and this will 
drive up the technical skills of the students, and will help 
them to reach the learning objectives of their courses 
[24][34]. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS 
Nowadays, UML is widely used as a visual modeling 
language for software systems. It is a representation of a 
model of a system under design, implementation, or al-
ready in existence. In addition, it has succeeded to bring 
the benefits of a standardized modeling syntax to business 
governance, allowing all aspects of all businesses to bene-
fit from the precision and ease-of-understanding offered 
by a good modeling language. Moreover, it is accepted by 
the OMG as the standard for modeling object-oriented 
programs. 
Recently, many universities have been using VISIR in 
their education system, especially the Flash implementa-
tion. In addition, VISIR has proven to be an effective 
technology-enhanced educational tool. The features of 
VISIR such as accessibility, adaptation and open-source 
code led to its inclusion in and adaptation to some online 
labs projects. 
In this paper, we focused on UML-based visual model-
ing to specify the VISIR requirements and interactions. 
We presented UML models for the VISIR web interface 
pages. These models have two components: a dynamic 
model (represented by Activity diagrams) and a static 
model (represented by Use Case diagrams) to describe the 
VISIR actions. 
We believe that those UML models can help the VISIR 
community to better understand the flow process associat-
ed with the VISIR system. These included diagrams that 
were prepared having in mind developers, users, and any-
body interested in understanding the VISIR system func-
tionalities.  
In conclusion, RVLs technologies have proven to be ef-
fective and useful tools for students and teachers to devel-
op their skills. The purpose of this study is to facilitate the 
understanding of how VISIR works, by using UML dia- 
 
Figure 11.  Duties Users of VISIR System 
grams, and to highlight the characteristics of VISIR inter-
faces currently in use. The new language, i.e. HTML5, has 
helped to create applications in a simple and faster way 
without any plug-ins. As a result, it will be a good idea to 
extend the original RVLs, wrapping them in easier and 
simpler interfaces, suitable for secondary school students, 
for example. In this way, we believe that in the near fu-
ture, VISIR will be widely available to students in all 
study levels. 
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